However that may have been, Major Andrews was obliged to admit that the bedroom was occupied by two nurses, one of whom slept in it during the night, and the other during the afternoon, and the earlier part of the evening. This is an absolutely indefensible arrangement, and no nurse who desires to maintain her health would consent to put .up'with it.
BELFAST NURSES' HOME.
In the thirty-second annual report of the Belfast Nurses' Home and Training School, just issued, the letter of Miss Nightingale, which was read at the meeting in November, finds a place. It ?'Hospital Sister" writes: May I be'permitted a few ?words on the above subject from a " Sister's" point of view. A nurse by the time she has completed her training and is sufficiently experienced to be a ward sister, has usually found out the particular branch of hospital nursing which she prefers and for which she is best fitted, and applies for a post as head of a "male accident," " children's medical," " gynaecological," etc, as the case may be. She has no wish to be a general factotum, " to serve the institution as required," any more than has the medical man who applies for appointment as "physician," "surgeon," "obstetrician," "ophthalmic surgeon," "pathologist," etc., and she should be equally free to choose her own line of work. As ward sister she soon becomes thoroughly acquainted with her physician's or surgeon's methods and " ways," takes ;great piide in the thoroughness of her work, training of her nurses, and management of " her ward and lier patients," which laudable pride, I think, "Matron" is a little hasty and unkind in describing as "egotism." There are disadvantages in the " stationary" system no ?doubt. The one that " Matron " fears is that the sister may become a " personage," but that is the way of clever hardworking people with a definite object in life in whatever profession they are found. They are apt to rise from a dead level of uniformity and do not remain mere cyphers to " serve as required." It is a real drawback that a permanent staff of sisters blocks promotion. One The authoress of " The Home Nurse " tells us she is not a trained nurse, though she has had much experience of sick nursing in private houses. There is much useful information to the home nurse, especially in the chapters on " ordering of the sick-room," and "essential rules." But it is a mistake to give instructions to an amateur as to the administration of a steam bath, and there should have been a little more care in the wording. We feel sure that the intention was not to advise the nurse to leave her patient naked except for a covering to the calves of his legp, but that is the impression conveyed. The advice to pour from 3 to 5 gallons of cold water over a sick person sitting on a stool in a large tub is certainly not good. There are some useful hints in the chapter concerning external applications, especially those relating to the fomentation kept hot by a stomach tin. The suggestion as to the usefulness of pine-apple juice in diphtheria is interesting, and we believe novel in this country; it is worth remembering in an emergency. The juice of the pine apple might act beneficially on the tough membrane which forms across the throat in that fell disease.
Chapters XVIII. and XIX. are I say " even" to Germany, because although in most spheres of intellectual activity Germany is at least on a level with any other European country, yet in the matter of the equality of the sexes, man's supremacy has hitherto remained almost unchallenged in the Fatherland. "For Her Sex" is the anonymous diary of a German girl, who is deeply in love with a man whose past life she suddenly realises to have been such as to render him unworthy of her trust and respect. The struggle of her better nature with her very human love for the sinner is extremely painful reading. We cannot go behind the statement in the preface that this is the poignant record of a personal experience, but even if the " diary " should be after all only a literary device, at least the author has thought deeply and felt deeply with regard to the painful problems which the modern woman has dared to face. The impression the pages convey is that the girl, by whom they claim to have been written, hoped that the publication of her own fruitless struggle would enable others to take up the burden of solving a question for which she had neither physical nor moral strength. The soul-struggle overwhelmed her, and she found the very Pagan solution of her troubles in suicide, leaving the ethical problem yet unsolved. The little book has gone through ten editions in Germany, and is now translated for the first time into English. appointments.
[No charge is made for announcements under this head,and we are always glad to receive, and publish, appointmentp. 
